#34 THE DREAMS AND A SPOKEN WORD.....
I received several short dreams which directed me to move from
my present location to another state a few thousand miles away. In the first of these dreams I was
simply told, “You are going to Montana.” Then I was given portions of my future address in three
separate dreams, and finally the name of the street.
It is important to be in the right location at the right time. God had been leading me away from
public teaching for several years and wanted my time spent primarily in intercession. Thus began
several years of residing alone in my private dwelling to enter His school of prayer. These dreams were
simply prophetic in nature to confirm the Lord’s leading when I reached His destination for me. We are
to move in the light we are given and the Lord will open and confirm things as we obey.
For example, when I arrived in this rural mountainous community, I began looking for a small,
quiet place to live. I found a likely ad in the local paper, and an acquaintance telephoned for further
details. When I saw her write down the address, I recognized the street and numbers as those given in
the dreams above! Without further inquiry I rented the place on the spot. God can be very precise when
necessary.
Again, the Lord will confirm and reveal His plans more plainly and in extraordinary ways when
the revelation is needed. Usually these methods are only given in difficult situations when timing is
important, or at times of a major change in ministry or movement. They are also given when there is
strong opposition and when our adversaries may be hindering or trying to deceive us. God does this to
affirm and encourage us to move in His revealed light so we will not be deterred by opposition.

